The meeting was called to order by Rick Jones, president, at 7:00 p.m. in the College Inn.

Letters: Jones read a letter from John Fitzgerald Kennedy Library Incorporated asking about the possibilities of having a fund raising campaign on this campus. The letter stated "We hope that these funds could be used for a specific room of the library which would reflect President Kennedy's influence on youth and its ideals." Ross volunteered to head such a drive if the majority of CB wish to conduct a fund-raising campaign to raise money for the Kennedy Library.

Pub Board—Phil Miller, chairman
Miller reported that Pub Board decided to give free picture space for Mortar Board and Silent Sentinel in the Sentinel. DENNIS MOVED TO AMEND THE BY LAWS WITH SEC. 12, Div. III, ART II: THE FOUR SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS (BEARPAWS, SPURS, MORTAR BOARD AND SILENT SENTINEL) SHALL HAVE THEIR GROUP PICTURES IN THE SENTINEL FREE OF CHARGE. SECONDED BY BEHAN. MOTION PASSED (11-0-1) WITH CROMWELL ABSTAINING.

Miller stated that Pub Board recommended Jim Crane for Managing Editor of the KAIMIN. RICHARD MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD APPOINT JIM CRANE MANAGING EDITOR OF THE KAIMIN. SECONDED BY COLE. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. Pub Board recommended Pat Rose for News Editor of the KAIMIN. Miller stated that she had had more experience with the staff. The other applicants were Marge Nichols and Jane Totman. ROSS MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD APPOINT PAT ROSE NEWS EDITOR OF THE KAIMIN. SECONDED BY BEHAN. MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. Pub Board recommended Bill Walter for sports editor. Dugan and Foley said that he was more qualified. The other applicant was William Petterson. DENNIS MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD WAIVE DIV. III, ART I, SEC. 6 AND APPOINT BILL WALTER SPORTS EDITOR OF THE KAIMIN. SECONDED BY COLE. MOTION PASSED (10-1-1) WITH ROSS AGAINST and RICHARD ABSTAINING. Pub Board recommended John Lumb for photographer of the KAIMIN. ULMER MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD APPOINT JOHN LUMB PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE KAIMIN. SECONDED BY ASSELSTINE. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

By-Law changes
CROMWELL MOVED THAT EACH BY-LAW BE VOTED ON SEPARATELY. SECONDED BY DENNIS. (11-0-1) WITH BOWLER AGAINST. BEHAN MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD CHANGE DIV. II, ART. III, SEC 2 TO READ: FROM THE MEMBERSHIP OF PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE, THE CHAIRMAN SHALL APPOINT TO EACH OF THE ASMSU PUBLICATIONS A REPRESENTATIVE WHOSE DUTY IT SHALL BE TO REPORT AT EACH MEETING OF PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE ON THE GENERAL PROGRESS OF THAT PUBLICATION. SECONDED BY COLE. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. BEHAN MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD CHANGE DIV. II, ART. III, SEC. 3 TO SEC. 4 AND ADD: "BN PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE SECONDED BY TAYLOR. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. DENNIS MOVED TO ADD DIV. II, ART. III, SEC. 7: IT SHALL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE TO REPORT TO CENTRAL BOARD FOLLOWING INVESTIGATION ANY STAFF MEMBER WHO SHALL FAIL TO COMPLY WITH EDITORIAL AND BUSINESS FUNCTIONS, POLICIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE SEVERAL PUBLICATIONS AS SET FORTH IN THE ASMSU BY-LAWS. CENTRAL BOARD SHALL MEET WITH PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE AND STAFF MEMBER IN EXECUTIVE SESSION. CENTRAL BOARD SHALL MAKE THE FINAL DECISION TO SUSPEND THE STAFF MEMBER. SECONDED BY BEHAN. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

All School Show
John Cook, Business Manager of the All School Show, gave CB a report on the progress of the show, GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST. The ticket$s will be: general admission--$1.25, reserved--$1.75, balcony--$1.50. Publicity: posters, radio advertising, newspapers; ads and articles, and the publicity pack. Eight hundred letters have been sent to patrons asking for $5.00 or more in exchange for two tickets and name on program. The Masquers will manage the box office. The program will have only one ad fro m
Montana Power for $350. Rehearsals started last Monday. The problems: 1) getting people to build sets; 2) the Fine Arts School has been requesting some capital investments that ASMSU should not have to purchase.

Curriculum Committee
TAYLOR MOVED TO CHANGE Div. II, Art XVI, Sec. 2 TO READ: QUALIFICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP SHALL BE AS FOLLOWS: EACH MEMBER REPRESENTING EACH SCHOOL SHALL HAVE COMPLETED AT LEAST TWO QUARTERS OF SCHOOL, ONE SHALL HAVE COMPLETED AT LEAST FIVE QUARTERS OF SCHOOL, AND ONE SHALL HAVE COMPLETED AT LEAST EIGHT QUARTERS OF SCHOOL AT MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY. SECONDED BY COLE. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

Vice President
Richard reported that ASMSU must renew the Memorandum of Agreement regarding the reduced fees for bowling and the swimming pool with University if CB so desires. The administration and staff would like to have the $2,000 for the swimming pool and the $2,400 for bowling alleys. Richard moved to appropriate $3,650 for the 64-65 budget in addition to $750 appropriated last year but not used for facilities usage through a Memorandum of Agreement with the University with final approval by Central Board. Seconded by Ulmer. After some discussion as to whether the University had used all the money appropriated for the swimming and bowling alleys. Dennis moved to table the motion until next week. Seconded by Crum. Motion passed (10-2-0) with Cromwell and Bowler abstaining. Richard moved to appropriate $750 for the 44-45 budget in addition to $750 appropriated last year but not used for facilities usage through a Memorandum of Agreement with the University with final approval by Central Board. Seconded by Ulmer. After some discussion as to whether the University had used all the money appropriated for the swimming and bowling alleys. Dennis moved to table the motion until next week. Seconded by Crum. Motion passed (10-2-0) with Cromwell and Bowler abstaining. Richard moved to appoint Birgit Burkhard Special Events Chairman. Seconded by Cole. Motion passed unanomously.

Student Information Committee
Cole reported that he, Richard, and Bergerson had spoken to 60-75 girls last Thursday regarding the possibilities of a student union referendum. He hopes to have one in Craig Hall soon. Taylor commended Cole for the fine panel discussion and said that the girls seemed to have learned something from the discussion. Cole also reported that he arranged to have one person per Masquer tour spring break accompany the Masquers and talk with high school students after the performances or whenever they wished. He is sending letters to all the presidents of the senior classes of those schools on the circuit asking them if they would desire to talk to a spokesman from MSU. Cromwell commended Cole for arranging this and stated that this was needed.

Old Business
Jones reported that Bob Hoffman is chairman Nancy Taylor is secretary of the MSPA convention to be held in Bozeman, February 29, 1964. There will be four discussions groups. Jones said that he was going to talk to P. J. Hill, pres. of ASMSC about social regulations at MSU and MSC.

New Business—After discussion about a letter that Paul D. Kemp, vice president of the Missoula Speakers Bureau, sent to various newspapers around the state citing disrespect to the flag at the Goldwater speech on the MSU campus as taught by "some of the staff of Montana State University," Jones moved that central board, the governing body of ASMSU, supports the faculty and staff of MSU against the accusations of teaching disrespect for the American flag by Paul D. Kemp, vice president of the Missoula Speakers Bureau. While flagrant disrespect has no place in an institution of higher learning, to blame the faculty for teaching or inciting such disrespect is fallacious. We believe Mr. Kemp's demand for an investigation of the faculty is unfounded and purposeless. The members of the faculty are certainly not responsible for the conduct on the part of those few students of Montana State University who may have shown disrespect, and the faculty need not be investigated. Seconded by Crum. Motion passed (10-1-1) with Ulmer opposed and Ross abstaining.

Respectfully submitted,

Absent: Turner, Watts, Speck, Schwand, MacDonald.

Bonnie Bowler, Secretary, ASMSU